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Anomalous nuclear-spin heat capacities in submonolayer solid3He adsorbed on graphite
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Nuclear-spin heat capacities of submonolayer solid3He adsorbed on a graphite surface are measured down
to 100 mK, a factor of 20 lower temperature than in previous works. This system is one of the most ideal
two-dimensional quantum spin systems (S51/2). In a wide areal density region (6.1 nm22<r
<8.7 nm22), anomalous temperature dependencies of the heat capacity,C}Ta(21.6&a&20.7), are ob-
served in a temperature range over two orders of magnitude (0.1 mK<T<20 mK) instead of the expected
high-temperature behavior (a522) for localized spins. Thea value shows a complicated density dependence
which is accompanied by a density variation of a heat capacity isotherm at an extremely low temperature
(50.2 mK). This anomaly is similar to the previously observed high-temperature behavior (a'21) of the
lowest density solid in the second layer. Although quantitative explanations are lacking for these anomalies,
they are likely due to the high frustration caused by competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic multiple-
spin exchange interactions at least up to the six-spin exchange. We find that the excess heat-capacity (Cex) due
to the amorphous3He adsorbed on substrate heterogeneities is certainly not an origin of the anomalous
behavior inC of the uniform submonolayer. Only at and below the density for theA33A3 commensurate
phase (r56.4 nm22) heat capacity bumps at around 20 mK are observed. We suggest the possibility of
spin-polaron effects caused by delocalized vacancies to explain this anomaly.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.104524 PACS number~s!: 67.70.1n, 67.80.2s, 75.70.Ak
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I. INTRODUCTION

First- and second-layer solid3He physisorbed on a graph
ite surface are ideal two-dimensional~2D! quantum spin sys-
tems with a nuclear spin ofS51/2.1 The magnetic propertie
of the second-layer3He are known to vary from antiferro
magnetic~AFM! to ferromagnetic~FM! ones with increasing
areal density (r). Recently it has become accepted that co
petition among several multiple-spin exchange~MSE! inter-
actions up to the six-spin exchange plays an important rol
the density dependence of the magnetism.2–4

In previous nuclear-spin heat-capacity~C! measuremen
for the second-layer3He by Ishidaet al.,5 the double-peak
feature was observed in the AFMA73A7 solid phase, which
is commensurate against the first-layer3He, while the simple
2D Heisenberg behavior was seen in the higher density
solids. The double-peak structure indicates the existenc
many low-lying states, and possibly the quantum spin-liq
ground state.5 They also observed a curious temperature
pendenceC}T21 as well as a small bump at high temper
tures instead of the expectedC}T22 behavior for any local-
ized spin systems. The microscopic origin of these hi
temperature anomalies was not known until now. On
other hand, the normalT22 behavior was observed in the FM
region.

Greywall and Busch~GB!6 were the first to measur
nuclear-spin heat capacities in the submonolayer solid
graphite in a temperature range between 2 and 20 mK. T
claimed that the temperature dependence ofC in the lowest
densityA33A3 solid is closer toT21 rather thanT22. More
recently, we reported the same anomaly (C}T21) in the
0163-1829/2002/65~10!/104524~7!/$20.00 65 1045
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submonolayer solid at a few selected densities, but in a m
wider temperature range (0.1 mK<T<20 mK).7 Studies of
the submonolayer have several advantages over the stu
of the second layer. For example, the absence of fluid o
layers, which have large heat capacities at high temperatu
in an interesting density region makes an analysis of exp
mental results much simpler. This absence is due to the
that the promotion to the second layer takes place only a
the first layer is highly compressed. Instead, there are te
nical difficulties in experimental studies of the submon
layer, since the nuclear-spin exchange interactions are m
smaller than those in the second layer.

In this paper we present a more comprehensive stud
the anomaly ofC in the submonolayer3He on graphite. They
show that aC}Ta(a'21) behavior indeed holds over a
anomalously wide temperature range, and exists in alm
the whole density region for the submonolayer solid w
some extra structures at several densities. This is in c
contrast to what was observed in the second-layer soli5,8

The results strongly suggest that the submonolayer3He on
graphite is a highly frustrated 2D magnetic system due
strong competition among MSE’s. It is probably more fru
trated than the second layer, and the observed anoma
behavior in the heat capacity creates challenges for theo
cal investigations of this system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The apparatus and experimental techniques used in
work are basically the same as those in a previous wo5

The total surface area (5390 m2) of Grafoil9 substrate was
determined as follows. First we compared an adsorption
©2002 The American Physical Society24-1
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therm of 3He at 4.2 K with the data of Morhardet al.10 and
Goellneret al.11 The accuracy of this comparison is with
several percent. Then we fine tuned by comparing meas
heat-capacity isotherms, particularly peaks near 7.6 nm22 at
various fixed temperatures above 2.5 mK with those of G
Due to different preparations of the substrate, the ratio of
heterogeneous surface to the homogeneous one is larger
factor of 2 compared to our previous substrate ('14%).5

The 3He films were carefully prepared in order to avoid
possible density inhomogeneity or crystalline imperfectio
Films with desired densities were made by introduc
known amounts of3He gas into a calorimeter typically at 4.
K or at about 10 K, and were annealed for 12 h at about
K, where the vapor pressure is sufficiently high to ensure
uniformity of the film density. The pressure was monitor
with a strain capacitive gauge located close to the calor
eter. After the annealing the films were cooled slowly bel
6 K, taking almost one day.

The heat capacity of the uniform film is obtained from t
measured total heat capacity by subtracting the adden
and the excess heat capacity. The latter one (Cex) is believed
to arise from nuclear-spin degrees of freedom in the am
phous 3He adsorbed on substrate heterogeneities suc
boundaries of graphite platelets.5 As reported briefly
elsewhere,12 we have determined variations ofCex with T
andr for our Grafoil substrate in a wide density range~Fig.
1!. The data points in the figure fall into two categories~the
solid lines!. This indicates that the amorphous3He also has a
layering structure like that of the uniform film, i.e., the tw
lines correspond to the submonolayer and the sum of
submonolayer and second-layer amorphous3He. The layer
promotion takes place at a certain density betweenr58.9
and 9.5 nm22. In the following, we assume the density in
dependence of theCex(T), shown by the solid line labeled a
‘1st layer amorphous’ in Fig. 1, between 4.1 and 8.9 nm22,

FIG. 1. Excess heat capacities (Cex) which are attributed to the
amorphous3He trapped on heterogeneities of Grafoil substrate~the
surface area is 390 m2). The data can be classified into two ca
egories denoted by the solid lines, suggesting a layering struc
The layer promotion takes place betweenr58.9 and 9.5 nm22.
10452
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which seems to be reasonable judging from the figure. M
details of the experimental techniques to measure tiny h
capacities of a few millimole of3He down to 100mK will
be described elsewhere.13

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Temperature variations of the measured heat capac
~C! of submonolayer solid3He at five selected densities,r
56.1, 6.4, 7.6, 8.2 and 8.5 nm22 out of 14 densities, are
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.14 In Fig. 2~a! the data forr
<7.6 nm22 are plotted, and in Fig. 2~b! we show those for
r>7.6 nm22. At most of the densities anomalousT depen-
dencies ofC, }Ta(21.6&a&20.7) are seen. The data d
not approachC}T22 behavior even in the high-temperatu
limit. Note that for any localized spin systema should ap-
proach22. Moreover, the data at 7.6 nm22 seem to follow
a simple power law witha521.260.1, in a surprisingly
wide temperature range more than two orders of magnit
(0.2 mK&T&30 mK). Similar high-temperature anomalie
were reported previously by GB in limited temperature a
density regions.6 The present data show unambiguously th
this behavior holds in much wider temperature and den
regions. Only at 8.5 nm22 and below about 1 mK is the
normal exponent observed. Although one might suspect
this anomalous behavior might be a result of an inappropr
subtraction ofCex , we cannot reproduce the normalT22

behavior with anyCex allowed within the experimental er
rors.

As shown in Fig. 3, heat-capacity isotherms atT55 and
2.5 mK agree fairly well with GB’s data within combine
uncertainties in the two measurements. The isotherm at
mK has a sharp peak atr57.6 nm22, indicating a maxi-
mum effective exchange-frequency there. Note that only
vertical axis for the 0.2-mK isotherm is divided by a fact
of 5. The same isotherm is also shown in Fig. 4~a! in the
original scale. Although the peak itself was previously not
at the higher-temperature measurement,6 the present peak is
much more pronounced because of combined effects
tween the much lower temperature and the smallera value at
this density. There is another, less pronounced, peak
8.5 nm22 which is also enhanced due to the smallness of
a value ('22). The isotherm at 0.2 mK shows a steep dr
just above 6.4 nm22, the stoichiometry density for theA3
3A3 registered phase@the R1a phase in Fig. 4~d!#. The last
two features could be difficult to recognize in the highe
temperature isotherms.

Figure 4~b! shows a density variation of the exponenta,
determined in the following way. The data at lower tempe
tures where theC value is larger than 0.05 mJ/K were fitte
to the simple power-law formulaC}Ta. Only for 6.1 and
6.4 nm22 were the fittings performed forC*0.3 mJ/K to
avoid bumps near 20 mK, which we will discuss in detail
Sec. IV C. Thea value first increases as the density i
creases until 6.5 nm22. Above 7.5 nm22 it decreases gen
erally with density, but shows steep drops near 7.6 a
8.5 nm22. These structures take place consistently with
structures seen in the heat capacity isotherm@Fig. 4~a!#.

re.
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ANOMALOUS NUCLEAR-SPIN HEAT CAPACITIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104524
FIG. 2. Nuclear-spin heat capacities~C! of 3He submonolayer
solids adsorbed on graphite at 6.1, 6.4, and 7.6 nm22 (1a) and 7.6,
8.2, and 8.5 nm22 (1b). The contribution from amorphous3He
adsorbed on substrate heterogeneities was already subtracted
these data~see text!. For most of the densities, the temperatu
dependencies ofC are anomalously weak compared to the norm
C}T22 behavior. The solid (6.4 nm22), dashed (7.6 nm22), and
dash-dotted lines (8.2 nm22) are from Ref. 6. The dotted line rep
resents the data for theA73A7 commensurate solid in the secon
layer from Ref. 5.
10452
However, it should be noted thata is always larger than the
normal value22 in the whole density region for the soli
phase except aroundr58.5 nm22. These structures in ther
dependence ofa may look somewhat arbitrary, because t
data scatterings are relatively large. However, the error b
shown in Fig. 4~b! are mainly due to uncertainties in th
determination ofCex . Thus, as long as the assumption th
Cex is r independent in this density range is correct, the
fine structures should be real.

It is suggestive to compare the present results with wha
known in the second-layer solid3He. TheC data of Ishida
et al.5 for the second-layer density (r2)15 of 6.8 nm22 are
shown in Fig. 2 by a dotted line. A similarly anomalousC
}Ta(a'21) behavior is seen in this low-density AFM
A73A7 commensurate solid. In this case the characteri
temperature scale is higher by a factor of more than 10. T
is due to the fact that magnitudes of the exchange inte
tions are different between the two layers approximately
that factor. In the submonolayer, owing to the much stron
adsorption potential from the substrate, tunneling paths
exchanging atoms are restricted more strictly to 2D spa
thus the exchange frequencies are much lower. Thea values
determined from the existing second-layer data5,8 are plotted
as a function ofr2 in Fig. 5~a!. They are deduced from th
data for C*0.1 mJ/K at high densities and forC
*2 mJ/K for densities near theA73A7 phase to avoid the
high-temperature bump in the case when the surface are
450 m2. Thea value decreases monotonically with increa
ing r2 above 7.3 nm22, and then reaches the normal valu
(522) around 8.0 nm22. This density variation is differen
from that for the submonolayer solids observed in this wo
in several aspects. We will discuss these intriguing diff
ences in Sec. IV in light of the MSE hypothesis.

rom

l

FIG. 3. Our heat-capacity isotherms~closed symbols! of sub-
monolayer solid3He on graphite at 0.2, 2.5, and 5 mK are com
pared with GB’s data~open symbols, Ref. 6!. Note that theC values
of 0.2 mK are divided by a factor of 5.
4-3
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FIG. 4. ~a! Heat-capacity isotherms of the submonolayer so
3He on graphite atT50.2 mK. ~b! The exponenta determined by
fitting the data toC}Ta is plotted as a function of areal densit
This work ~closed circles!; data from Ref. 6~open circles!. The
horizontal dotted line is the normala value (522) for any local-
ized spins at high temperatures (T@JP). The arrows indicate posi
tions where the density dependence ofa has dips presumably du
to the formation of particular commensurate phases or some s
tural phase transitions~see text!. ~c! Jx determined from the mag
netization measurement~Ref. 25!. ~d! The structural phase diagram
proposed by heat-capacity measurements~Refs. 6 and 32!. R1a ,
A33A3 commensurate phase; R1b , hypothetical 2/5 commensurat
phase proposed in Ref. 8;I, incommensurate phase;F, fluid phase.
The errors shown in~a! and ~b! are mainly due to those in th
determination ofCex and the addendum heat capacity.
10452
IV. DISCUSSION

A. Frustration caused by competing MSE’s

The frustration due to competing AFM and FM MSE’s
one of the most plausible explanations for the anomalouT
dependencies ofC in submonolayer solids. In 3D bcc3He at
22.69 cm3/mol, the Néel temperature (TN50.28 mK) at
zero field for an AFM ordered phase (u2d2 phase16! is sup-
pressed by a factor of 3 from the highest transition tempe
ture (50.96 mK) for another AFM ordered phase in ma
netic fields.17 This suppression of long-range ordering
attributed to the frustration caused by the MSE competiti
It is also known that, with decreasing temperature aboveTN ,
the specific heat deviates negatively from the leadingT22

term in the high-temperature series expansions~HTSE! for C
by a large amount.18 This is explained by the MSE compet

c-

FIG. 5. ~a! The exponenta determined from the high-
temperature heat capacities in the second-layer solid3He plotted as
a function of the second-layer density. The data from Ref. 5
unpublished data by the Tsukuba group~open circles!; from Ref. 8
~open squares!. The line is a guide to the eye.~b! The frustration
parameterz @see Eq.~1!# in the second layer from the heat-capac
~open circles! and magnetization data~open squares! after Ref. 4.
The line is a guide to the eye.~c! Jx determined from the hea
capacity and magnetization measurements~Ref. 4!.
4-4
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ANOMALOUS NUCLEAR-SPIN HEAT CAPACITIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104524
tion suppressing the short-range ordering in the paramagn
phase. Note that the deviation is small and positive in
Heisenberg model without frustration. These frustration
fects should be more important in lower dimensions in g
eral. That is why the disordered ground state is expecte
the 2D AFM phase of the second layer3He on graphite,
where the MSE competition is believed to be essential~spin
liquid hypothesis!.5,19

Within the MSE model the gradual decrease ofa with
increasing density in the second layer is explained a
gradual suppression of frustration. This is demonstrated w
by plotting the logarithm of thefrustration parameterz,

z52~J422J5!/~J222J3!, ~1!

introduced by Rogeret al.4 as a function ofr2 @Fig. 5~b!#,
and comparing it with Fig. 5~a!. HereJ2 ,J3 ,J4 and J5 are
two-, three-, four-, and five-spin exchange frequencies,
spectively, appearing in the MSE Hamiltonian:

H5~J222J3!( P21J4( ~P41P4
21!

2J5( ~P51P5
21!1J6( ~P61P6

21!. ~2!

In this expression,Pn andPn
21 are cyclic permutation opera

tors for n spins and their inverse permutation operators,
spectively. These exchange frequencies were determine
Rogeret al.4 by fitting existing heat capacity and magnetiz
tion data to the HTSE formulas based on the MSE Ham
tonian. The denominator and numerator in Eq.~1! represent
the effective two-spin and effective four-spin exchange f
quencies, respectively. Clearly, lnz and a have similarr2
dependencies each other looking at Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. It is
also shown in the HTSE calculation20 that the specific heat a
a fixed scaled temperatureT/JC decreases dramatically wit
increasingJ4, i.e., increasingz, which is equivalent to an
effective increase ofa. HereJC is a coefficient of the leading
term in the HTSE forC as follows:

C5NkB~9/4!JC
2 /T21O~T23!. ~3!

Therefore, the anomalously largea ('21) seems to be a
direct consequence of the large-z value, which is measure o
the higher order MSE’s. If so, this scenario should also
applicable to the submonolayer.

It is not possible, however, to determinez values for the
submonolayer solids because of the fact that the anoma
behavior (C}Ta,a.22) holds in such a wide temperatu
range, e.g., 0.1 mK<T<20 mK for r57.6 nm22. Never-
theless, there is circumstantial evidence that the higher-o
exchanges are indeed important, and that the frustratio
even stronger in the submonolayer than in the second la
For example, a preliminary path-integral Monte Ca
calculation21 actually suggests largez values. It is also ex-
pected thatJ2 becomes less important as the exchange p
are spatially restricted. This is a general tendency of ato
exchanges with hard cores, which was shown experimen
in bcc 3He.22 The exchange paths in the first layer are
stricted more strictly in 2D by the stronger adsorption pot
10452
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tial ('2190 K) ~Ref. 23! than in the second layer ('
240 K), and laterally as well by the stronger potential co
rugation. Therefore, if we accept the correlation betweena
and z, the largea values obtained in this work can be e
plained at least qualitatively by high frustration caused
the competing MSE’s.

We speculate that at the two particular densities near
and 8.5 nm22, the submonolayer has some sort of comme
surability to the underlying graphite basal plane or so
structural phase transitions.24 If so, such structures may favo
particular exchange processes, perhaps three-spin exch
and hence reduce the frustration, resulting in dips in thea vs
r plot. In previous experiments,8,25 however, no similar fea-
tures were observed at the corresponding densities. Such
structures might be ignored in those measurements if
anomalies locate on very narrow density windows, as is
pected for commensurate phases or if the measured tem
ture range is not low enough.

We now turn to the observed decrease ofa below
6.5 nm22, where the solid is in theA33A3 commensurate
phase. Recently Ikegamiet al.25 showed thatJx ([u/3,
whereu is the Weiss constant! is positive~ferromagnetic! in
this region. They argued the possible predominance ofJ3
overJ2 based on a geometrical consideration of the poten
corrugation in that registered phase. This argument was
ported by a recent WKB calculation of the MSE’s,26 and is
consistent with the smallera values, which means lowe
frustration, obtained below 6.4 nm22 in this work. Another
possibility is that vacancies, which may exist in the comme
surate solid below 6.5 nm22, promote lower-order ex-
changes such asJ2 or J3 and suppress the frustration. On th
other hand,a seems to be largest in the intermediate dens
region between the commensurate and incommensu
phases (6.5 nm22<r<7.5 nm22), although we did not
survey the central part of this region. Interesting domain-w
structures or commensurate phases are predicted to ex
this region for a4He submonolayer.27,28 It is likely that the
MSE competition near the heavy domain walls is differe
from that in the uniform domains.

B. Other possibilities

In this subsection, we will discuss possible explanatio
for the anomalousa values other than the MSE competitio
One possibility is that our assumption that the series
higher-order exchanges in the MSE Hamiltonian can be tr
cated at the sixth order is irrelevant. If we cannot igno
contributions from much higher-order exchanges such as
or 18 spin exchanges regardless of an opposing predictio
the WKB calculation,29 JC could be much larger in magni
tude thanJx . If so, the temperature range of our measu
ment is not high enough to observe the limitingT22 behav-
ior. Note that the magnitude ofJx can be suppresse
significantly due to cancellation among FM and AF
MSE’s, butJC cannot.

Let us now consider another scenario to try to reprod
the measuredT dependence ofC as a sum of the HTSE
formula and contributions associated with some other
grees of freedom. One candidate for those is the spin pola
4-5
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effect induced by the vacancies activated thermally or sp
taneously. However, so far there have been no quantita
calculations of heat-capacity contributions (Cpl) from po-
larons for the triangular~nonbipartite! lattice nor for any
lattices with the multiple-atom exchanges. Instead, for
case of anS51/2 fermion system on a square~bipartite!
lattice, approximateCpl}T21/2 behavior at low temperature
is predicted,30 and Cpl may have rounded double peaks
temperatures nearT'0.1t andt.31 Heret is the hopping fre-
quency of a vacancy which should be one or two orders
magnitude larger thanJ. It is, however, rather difficult to
imagine that fairly large amounts of vacancies survive in
high-density incommensurate solids. In this regime, rat
than the vacancies, interstitial atoms or the domain w
would play some important roles in the extra heat capacit

Another possibility is the finite-temperature effect o
quantum tunneling in atom exchanges. In principle, with
creasing temperature the exchange frequency should incr
due to thermally assisted tunneling between excited lev
This may explain the positive deviation ofC from the normal
T22 behavior at high temperatures. According to Roge
WKB calculation,29 the MSE frequency (JP) is given by

JP}exp~2AVPLP!, ~4!

where LP is the exchange path length in 2N-dimensional
space, andVP is the potential barrier height due to the har
core repulsion amongN atoms involved in the exchange pro
cess.LP is longer andVP is lower for higher-order MSE’s.
However, the finite-temperature effect should be negligi
below 100 mK, at least for lower-order exchanges thanJ6.
This is becauseVP is estimated as of the order of sever
K,29 and the energy separation between the ground and
cited states should be of the same order. Roger argued
VP would saturate asLP increases for much higher-orde
exchanges such as a 32-spin ring exchange. This means
the thermal effect on those exchanges would be negligibl
well. Moreover, if this effect is relevant, a deviation from th
normalC}T22 behavior should develop exponentially as t
temperature rises, which is not the experimental case.

The strong spin-lattice coupling may induce a simi
finite-temperature effect onJP . However, the Debye tem
peratures of the submonolayer solids are higher than 1032

In addition, the more rapid approach ofa to 22 at high
densities in the second layer than in the first layer, in spite
the lower Debye temperature, seems to be contradictor
this assumption. Thus this mechanism should also be ir
evant.

In almost all previous heat-capacity measurements of3He
thin films adsorbed on Grafoil, roughlyT-independent exces
heat capacities (Cex) were observed at temperatures belo
several tens of mK, in addition to heat capacities of unifo
2D fluids or solids.5,8,33–35 From a comparison with heat
capacity data of3He films adsorbed on thoroughly heterog
neous substrates such as Vycor glass36 or sintered silver
powders,37 Cex is believed to arise from nuclear-spin degre
of freedom in the amorphous3He adsorbed on substrate he
erogeneities such as boundaries of graphite platelets.5 As de-
scribed in Sec. II, we have determined variations ofCex with
10452
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T and r for our Grafoil substrate, and thatCex(T) for the
submonolayer were already subtracted from our data plo
in Figs. 2–4. This means that theCex(T) is not the origin of
the anomalousa values. The knowledge of thisT depen-
dence ofCex is essential to determine the exactT depen-
dence of the spin heat capacity in the uniform submonola
solid. This was not necessarily satisfied in the previo
measurements.6,7 However, the situation is not so serious f
second-layer solids, due to the largeC values in the uniform
solids. Eventually, the result does not change apprecia
even though we reanalyze the data of Ref. 5 using the pre
T-dependentsecond-layerCex shown in Fig. 1.

C. Heat-capacity bumps at high temperatures

Finally we discuss the bump structure observed around
mK at r56.1 and 6.4 nm22 ~see Fig. 2!. A similar structure
has been observed in theA73A7 commensurate solid in th
second layer at almost the same temperature ('30 mK).5 In
this case, the possibility of remnant fluid contribution h
been excluded, because the anomaly cannot be fitted by
ing any fractions of the highest density fluid heat capacity
the solid heat capacity without the bump. The same is t
for the A33A3 phase in the submonolayer in this work.

These bumps are likely due to the spin polaron effe
induced by the vacancies which were briefly discussed
Sec. IV B. As described there, the heat-capacity contri
tions from the polaronsCpl for theS51/2 fermion system on
a square lattice are predicted to be the rounded double p
and to have the asymptoticT21/2 behavior below the peak
temperatures.30,31 If we assumet'200 mK for the hopping
frequency of the vacancy, this model may somehow rep
duce the observed overall temperature dependencies a
and 6.4 nm22 by addingCpl to the normalTa (a'22)
dependence of the exchange part. However, it should
noted that the registered phases in both the first and se
layers have triangular lattices rather than the square latt
to which the theories are directly applicable. Moreover,
theories do not take into account next-nearest-neighbor h
ping or multiple-atom exchanges. Nevertheless, the fact
bumps are observed only in the lowest density commen
rate solids, and disappear in the incommensurate solid
still encouraging for this hypothesis. Further experimen
and theoretical studies are clearly necessary to solve
problem. Similar bump structures may be seen near 8.2
8.5 nm22 as well, but these are within the experimental
rors mainly due to the ambiguity inCex , and would not be
true unlike the bumps near theA33A3 phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have measured heat capacities~C! of
the submonolayer solid3He adsorbed on graphite down t
100 mK. Anomalous temperature dependencies,C}Ta

(21.6&a&20.7), have been observed over two orders
magnitude in temperature in a wide areal density ran
(6.1 nm22<r<8.7 nm22). The exponenta has a compli-
cated density dependence, but is always less negative
the expected value (522) for localized spins at high tem
4-6
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peratures, except at a particular density (58.5 nm22). Com-
paring with the previously known behavior in a second-la
solid, we attribute this anomaly to the high frustration caus
by competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic multip
spin exchange interactions up to the six-spin exchange. H
ever, there are currently no quantitative explanations for
unexpected behavior. Careful measurements of the ex
heat capacity (Cex) due to the amorphous3He trapped on
substrate heterogeneities allowed us to exclude a pos
influence of Cex on the anomalousa values. Finally, we
discussed the possibility of spin-polaron effects caused
vacancies to explain the observed high-temperature b
anomaly in the heat capacity for theA33A3 commensurate
phase.

This work demonstrated that the submonolayer solid3He
is an interesting two-dimensional quantum spin system w
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the multiple-spin exchanges. There remain many still u
solved and fundamentally interesting questions in this s
tem. Hopefully we have stimulated further experimental a
theoretical studies to solve them.
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